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Best for reliability
The key to true owner satisfaction is dependability. Here we reveal Britain's most reliable cars.
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The key to true owner satisfaction is dependability. You can own the most entertaining, comfortable or attractive car on the market, but if you can’t rely on it to get you from A to B without any breaking down, it’s worthless.

[[{"type":"media","view_mode":"content_narrow","fid":"79294","attributes":{"class":"media-image"}}]]

So, it’s truly impressive to find this chart is topped by a model with more complicated electrical and mechanical parts than virtually anything else on sale. Toyota’s old-shape Prius has had years to prove itself in the hands of UK drivers, and you have no reliability problems to report.

Advertisement - Article continues below



Eight of the top 10 models in this chart are Japanese, but a new arrival on the podium will cause a stir. The Hyundai i30 has a superb reliability record – and that played a major part in it securing the overall Driver Power crown.

The winners 1. Toyota Prius (old) – “I was the first to drive a hybrid car in London back in 2001 and it is still going strong and extremely economical - I would not hesitate to buy another one.” Mr Jaime Ng, Hendon, London

2. Honda Jazz (new) – “The Jazz is a brilliant little car. The way the back seats fold gives it a superb load carrying capability and it is totally reliable.” Mr Michael Starling, Shrewsbury, Shropshire.

3. Hyundai i30 – “A reliable, practical and stylish car, which doesn't cost the Earth, backed by a 5 year warranty. Definitely happy with my purchase!” Ms Sadia Azam, High Wycombe, Bucks.

Click here to download the full results

	
 

 

	1	TOYOTA PRIUS (old)	98.28%
	2	HONDA JAZZ (new)	97.88%
	3	HYUNDAI i30	97.14%
	4	HONDA JAZZ (old)	96.08%
	5	LEXUS IS (old)	96.06%
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Continue Reading
	1IntroductionBuckle up! It's time to reveal your views on the best new cars for build quality, reliability, performance, running costs and more

	2Best for performanceTo win in this category, a car needs to be able to overtake with confidence and pull strongly in all gears.

	3Best for reliability - currently readingThe key to true owner satisfaction is dependability. Here we reveal Britain's most reliable cars.

	4Best for comfortWe name Britain's most comfortable cars, and shame the worst!

	5Best for handlingOur survey crown's Britain's best handling car, rated for steering feel and chassis balance.

	6Best for brakingWhich UK car is top of the stops... Our survey for braking performance reveals all.

	7Best for running costsOur guide to the real cost of motoring names the cheapest, and most expensive cars in the UK.

	8Best for build qualityIs your car free of squeaks and rattles? We name those that are.

	9Best for ease of drivingWant a car that offers fuss free transport? Don't miss our guide to the UK's easiest cars to drive.

	10Best for practicalityWhich car offers the best versatility. We ‘throw it all in and go’ to find out.

	11Best for ride qualityWe count down the cars that float over uneven road surfaces - and name the ones that don't.
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‘It’s time for BMW to relaunch Triumph, and Rishi Sunak should help’[image: Opinion - Triumph][image: Opinion - Triumph]

Opinion
‘It’s time for BMW to relaunch Triumph, and Rishi Sunak should help’
Mike Rutherford thinks there needs to be more British car companies selling sensibly priced cars on the world stage
7 Apr 2024
7 Apr 2024



MG4 EV XPower vs Cupra Leon 2024 twin test: can electric beat petrol?[image: MG4 Xpower and Cupra Leon - front tracking][image: MG4 Xpower and Cupra Leon - front tracking]

Car group tests
MG4 EV XPower vs Cupra Leon 2024 twin test: can electric beat petrol?
Is an electric hot hatch a match for a petrol one?
6 Apr 2024
6 Apr 2024



Car Deal of the Day: Audi e-tron GT with £14,000 off for the full Iron Man experience[image: Audi e-tron GT quattro – front full width][image: Audi e-tron GT quattro – front full width]

News
Car Deal of the Day: Audi e-tron GT with £14,000 off for the full Iron Man experience
With jaw-dropping looks, a high-tech cabin and a massive discount, the Audi e-tron GT is our Car Deal of the Day for 5 April
5 Apr 2024
5 Apr 2024
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